


























CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Existing CAD systems can assist many areas of design work but designers are 

not satisfied with what existing CAD systems offer. This chapter identifies 

aspects of the ineffectiveness and inefficiency of existing CAD systems when 

uscd in the design process. It is argued that artificial intelligence (AI) offer 

many features such as dcclarative knowledge bases, automated reasoning 

techniques and intelligent control methods which are suitable for intelligent 

CAD (lCAD) system research and development. AI-based systems can thus 

hclp the designer at a highcr level of abstraction in the design process than 

existing CAD systems. In this chapter, possible approaches to achiev~ intel- . 

ligent CAD systems are outlined. The advantages and disadvantages of cur

rent programming paradigms for ICAD applications are described. Finally; 
I 

the role of geometry in engineering design system development is emphasised. 
. , 

I:} Development of Computer-Aided Design 

Human beings have .lon.g been involved in the design proc.ess but the impor

tance and the meaning of design is not fully understood cven in the compu·ter 
. -

agc. In thc carly 1970s, leading· international management consultants con-· 

eluded that 

since most of the expenditure in any organization occured in the manufacturing end of the 

business, and less than 5% at the design end, CAD would contribute little overall improvement 

and any investment would not be remunerated [L1ewclyn 1989). 
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pop_window(\VINDO\V,XL,YL,XR,YR). 

When the menu NAME is no longer needed, it can be removed from the 

screen by the close_menu command'. 

close _menu(N Al\1 E). 

The interaction in the dialog area is controlled internally through the predi

cate ask which is defined as 

ask(Question,Answer):

write(Question), nI, 

read(Answer). 

The variable Question is a text string representing data requested by the sys

tem and the variable Answer is the user response. 

5.1.2 The Drawing Editor 

As part of the system, the drawing editor serves as a tool for the creation of 

the sketched object. The functionality provided includes file management, 

variable setting, display options, primitive drawing and modification. 

File J\.fanagement 

Under the FILE selection, commands are provided for the creating, deleting 

and retrieving of object files. All file namcs creatcd are stored in a log file. 
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